RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS
Race The Murioi Plate Div - II Cl-V’, 4-30, 4 years old and over, (Only Apprentice Jockeys and Jockeys claiming allowance will be
1stpermitted
to ride in this race), (NO WHIP RACE)
1200 Mts.

VA BENE

M19-20 - 2212⁄19460 found to be
turning for home. 53⁄201692 met

TRISTAR

Pn19 - 2610⁄191525 had to be steadied and met interference soon after the start & had an abrasion at both hind fetlock.
tied up, as such the filly was certified unfit to race and was withdrawn. 132⁄201427 met interference and was steadied
interference at the start.
Pn20 - 1312⁄20374 had lost its right fore shoe.

Pn19 - 168⁄19457 jumped out slow losing about 1 length & had right eye injury (mild corneal opacity and ulcer in the
right eye). M19-20 - 2212⁄19466 took a fly jump & was marginally slow to begin and met interference at the start, bumped passing the 100 metres, was
found to be sore by the right fore leg. 12⁄2011912 jumped outwards at the start and found to be sore by the right fore leg.

NORTHERN SINGER

ALLEGRIA

Pn19 - 79⁄19756 met interference approaching the 1000 metres. M19-20 - 53⁄201729 was observed to have broken a

blood vessel.
M18-19 - 293⁄192127 met interference soon after the start and again passing 350mts. Pn19 - 108⁄19238 met interference
approaching 600 Metres and was observed to have an abrasion at the left fore cannon. M19-20 - 1512⁄19349 had left eye injury (sore). 91⁄20816 met
interference approaching the 600mts. 232⁄201586 met interference at the start. Pn20 - 1312⁄20303 shifted out passing 200 metres.

DIVIJA

M18-19 - 912⁄18344 met interference at the start. Pn19 - 159⁄199311 jumped out awkwardly and brushed the haunches
of VITESSE at the start & had right eye injury (sore eye). M19-20 - 2912⁄19654 jumped outwards at the start.

GRAND CHIEFTAIN
SMART CHOICE

M19-20 - 161⁄20948 met interference and to be steadied approaching the 200 metres.

GOLD MEMBER
M19-20 - 1512⁄19345 jumped inwards at the start. 91⁄20874 jumped inwards at the start. Pn20 - 1312⁄20305 observed to
have maintained an erratic course from the 400 meters.
Pn19 - 2610⁄1915211 met interference passing the 800 metres. M19-20 - 1711⁄1960 refused to be stalled despite
substantial efforts, as such, the gelding was withdrawn. 91⁄208712 jumped outwards at the start. 232⁄201587 was marginally slow to begin and met
interference at the start. and Jockey has been fined for having used the whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount.

SUPREME BEING

M19-20 - 1711⁄19911 jumped outwards at the start and was found to be sore by the left hind leg. 2212⁄195211 met
interference and had to be steadied passing the 500 metres. 132⁄201365 jumped inwards at the start and had a gum injury. Pn20 - 2711⁄2018 Jockey
reported that his mount hung out throughout the race despite his efforts. 1312⁄20308 met interference soon after the start & had a cut injury at the left fore
coronet.

FIRE FLAME

Pn19 - 2510⁄191432 jumped inwards, had to be checked and met interference at the start M19-20 - 812⁄19307 The
Noseband used was displaced during the race. 161⁄20898 was observed to have broken a blood vessel.

HIGHLAND WIND

Pn19 - 149⁄19855 had a cut injury at the left fore knee. M19-20 - 91⁄20879 was bumped and tightened at the start. Pn20
- 2711⁄2013 had left eye injury (sore).

RED FIRE

DANCING JADE
M19-20 - 112⁄19236 met interference at the start and had to be steadied before passing the red marker and Turning for
home. 161⁄20885 stumble soon after the start. 132⁄2013914 met interference along the rails passing the 600 Metres. Pn20 - 1312⁄203010 jumped outwards
and had to be steadied at the start.

nd Race The Cardinal Plate
2
FUHRER

Pn20 - 2711⁄2063 shifted out passing 200 metres & Jockey reported that his mount ran green.

POWERFUL LADY

M19-20 - 53⁄201712 met interference at the start and Jockey reported that his mount ran green.

SPECIAL SITUATION

M19-20 - 812⁄192912 leaned inwards approaching the 150 metres.

Cl-IV’, 20-46, (0 to 19 eligible).

1200 Mts.

SUPER GIRL
M19-20 - 232⁄201549 jumped outwards and met interference soon after the start. and again in the final stages of the
race. Pn20 - 2911⁄20117 bumped passing the 200 metres.
Pn19 - 1210⁄191302 Jockey has been fined for using the whip in excess of the prescribed limit. M19-20 - 51⁄20740 found
to be sore by the left hind leg, as such the gelding was certified unfit to race and was withdrawn on veterinary grounds. Pn20 - 1112⁄20286 had to be
checked approaching 200 metres.

MAJOR GENERAL

M19-20 - 53⁄201717 leaned inwards passing 200mts and had to be held in the final stages of the race.

DECAPRIO

Pn20 - 612⁄201812 was tightened for room and had to be checked, shifted in and brushed the railings due to which lost
his stirrups momentarily soon after the start.

FIFTY GRAND

RUDIMENTARY

Pn20 - 2911⁄20106 veered outwards and had to be steadied at the start.

CURFEW

M19-20 - 161⁄20926 jumped out slow losing about 2 lengths at the start. 162⁄201473 Jockey reported that his mount

was erratic in the straight.
M19-20 - 12⁄2011612 App. was observed to have maintained an erratic course throughout the race. 162⁄201476 met
interference had to be steadied passing 200 metres and again passing 100mts.
rd Race The Beautiful Stranger Plate
Cl-II, 60-86, (40 to 59 eligible).
1200 Mts.

CANDESCENT STAR

3
MYSTIC BAY

Pn19 - 2510⁄191464 was observed to have an abrasion at the left hind fetlock. M19-20 - 2212⁄195110 leaned inwards
passing the 500 metres & met interference passing the 350 metres. 162⁄201493 met interference soon after the start and again approaching 200 metres.
M19-20 - 1711⁄1934 An enquiry has been initiated into the same. 2712⁄19565 met interference in the final stages of the
jumped outwards at the start and was observed to have broken a blood vessel. 232⁄201513 jumped outwards starting a chain reaction

EXCELLENT GOLD
181⁄201008

race.
at the start.

VALEGRO
Pn19 - 38⁄19172 was observed to have an abrasion at the left hind pastern. M19-20 - 112⁄19202 jumped outwards at
the start. 12⁄201173 met interference and was steadied passing the 1000 metres and again passing the 150 metres. Jockey suspend for unsatisfactory
riding.
LADY OF LUXURY

My19 - 308⁄19122 met interference between 450 to 150 meters of the race. My19-20 - 2711⁄19193 An enquiry is being

held into the running and riding.

GOLDEN GUEST

M19-20 - 2411⁄19(16) was observed to have maintained an erratic course in the straight.

KILDARE
Pn19 - 248⁄19517 took an awkward fly jump & was marginally slow to begin and met interference at the start and again
Rounding the final turn. M19-20 - 2411⁄19(12) received checked at the start. Pn20 - 2711⁄2033 had right eye injury (sore).
th Race The Alma Mater Plate
Cl-3y, Maiden
1600 Mts.

4
CORUS

Pn20 - 612⁄20209 jumped outwards at the start.

Pn20 - 2911⁄20135 took a fly jump thus losing about 2 lengths at the start.
th Race The Conrad Pereira Trophy
Cl-IV, 20-46, 5 years old and over, (0 to 19 eligible).
1400 Mts.

SUMMER NIGHT

5
ANTARCTICA

Pn19 - 248⁄19480 found to be sore by the right fore leg, as such, the filly was certified unfit to race and was withdrawn.
M19-20 - 1711⁄1917 met interference at the start. 2212⁄19(52) was observed to have drifted out despite the Jockeys efforts. 262⁄20(161) jumped inwards at
the start. Pn20 - 612⁄20217 met interference at the start.
M18-19 - 134⁄192404 met interference passing 900 metres. Pn19 - 510⁄191169 had left eye injury (sore eye). M19-20
- 181⁄20975 leaned outwards at the start.

CLASSICUS

M19-20 - 1512⁄19365 had to be checked at the start. 161⁄20934 met interference passing the 350 metres. 262⁄201636
met interference approaching 200 metres.

RISING BRAVE

M19-20 - 162⁄201489 leaned inwards in the last 100 metres. Pn20 - 2711⁄20810 tightening it along the rails passing 1000

TIMELESS DEEDS
metres.

M19-20 - 1512⁄19388 App stated that his mount hung in despite his efforts. 91⁄20844 weakened and leaned inwards in

JETFIRE
the final stages of the race.

M19-20 - 2712⁄19(53) was observed to have hung-in in the straight. 51⁄20736 met interference approaching the 1400mts.
241⁄201065 jumped out brushing against its stall due to which App. stirrup which he regained soon after. Pn20 - 2911⁄20123 met interference at the start.

RETAINED ASSET

M19-20 - 21⁄20702 jumped outwards and met interference at the start. 12⁄2011512 found to be sore by the left fore leg.
was racing alongside, was tightened for room and had to be checked passing 700 metres.

POWER OF THOR
Pn20 -

1312⁄20338

M19-20 - 51⁄20792 was marginally slow to begin and met interference at the start and again passing 300mts and shifted
in under use of the whip and brushed the haunches of GOLDEN ERA thereby unbalancing itself. and was found to be sore by the left fore leg. 241⁄201053
marginally outwards and met interference approaching the 200 metres. 123⁄201804 met interference at the start. Pn20 - 612⁄20229 met interference soon
after the start and again approaching 800 metres.

FENCING

M19-20 - 91⁄208410 met interference approaching the 800mts. and had an injury at the left hind pastern and cannon.
found to be sore by the right fore leg, as such the gelding was certified unfit to race and was withdrawn on veterinary grounds. Pn20 - 612⁄20189
leaned inwards soon after the start.

AURODEN

53⁄201700

M19-20 - 1711⁄1988 had left eye injury (eye closed completely with swelling).

FLYING DRAGON
ITS A DEAL
top of the straight.

12⁄201152

Pn19 - 2610⁄191515 Jockey suspend for unsatisfactory riding on his mount. M19-20 - 21⁄20664 met interference at the
met interference approaching the 300 metres. Pn20 - 2911⁄201010 had left eye injury (sore).

SANDALPHON

M19-20 - 123⁄201826 jumped outwards at the start. and received checked from the 300mts.

M19-20 - 1512⁄19317 met interference and had to be steadied at the start. 232⁄201582 App was observed to have used
the whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount. 53⁄201720 found to be sore by the left hind leg, as such the gelding was certified unfit to race and
was withdrawn.

HONOURABLE EYES
ROMANESQUE

th Race The Christmas Cup
6
AUGUSTUS CAESAR

M19-20 - 2712⁄19537 was observed to have a cut injury at the left hind hoof. 91⁄20847 met interference at the start.
Cl-T, Terms, Foreign Jockeys Eligible
1200 Mts.
M19-20 - 92⁄201324 met interference at the start. Bg20-21 - 2111⁄20(30) met severe interference soon after the start.

IRON AGE
Pn19 - 79⁄19(78) was observed to have a cut injury at the left hind pastern. M19-20 - 2112⁄19(43) was observed to have
a cut injury at the left hind pastern. My19-20 - 292⁄2010710 met interference at the start.
FLYING VISIT
M19-20 - 2212⁄19(49) met interference turning for home. 51⁄20(78) met interference at the start and Jockey reported
that his mount hung-in in the straight despite his efforts. 22⁄20(121) Jockey was observed to have used the whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his
mount.
M19-20 - 812⁄19282 jumped out awkwardly and met interference at the start. 91⁄20823 met interference at the start and
leaned inwards approaching the 200mts. 232⁄201512 bumped and to be steadied at the start.

GAZINO

INTENSE STYLIST
M19-20 - 812⁄19284 jumped out awkwardly and met interference at the start. 2112⁄19432 met interference in the final
stages of the race. 91⁄20(82) jumped outwards at the start.
ST ANDREWS

Pn19 - 79⁄19782 met interference approaching the 200 metres. 1310⁄191394 met interference passing the 1000 metres.

Pn19 - 267⁄19100 found to have urticaria, as such the filly was certified unfit to race and was withdrawn. 149⁄19840
found to have urticaria, as such the filly was certified unfit to race and was withdrawn on veterinary grounds. Cl19-20 - 2612⁄19615 met interference passing
the 600 metres.
th Race The Murioi Plate Div - I Cl-V’, 4-30, 4 years old and over, (Only Apprentice Jockeys and Jockeys claiming allowance will be
permitted to ride in this race), (NO WHIP RACE)
1200 Mts.

JUNO’S GUEST

8

Pn19 - 19⁄19715 reared up and put his fore legs on the side platform of his stall & had left eye injury (sore eye,
lacrimation, corneal ulcer). 2510⁄191475 had right eye injury (sore). M19-20 - 112⁄19182 was marginally slow to begin and Jockey was observed to have
used the whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount.

TITANIUM

Pn19 - 2510⁄191423 met interference soon after the start. M19-20 - 2712⁄19597 jumped inwards at the start. Pn20 - 2711⁄2048
met interference and had to be steadied approaching 1000 metres.

ABRAXAS

M19-20 - 2411⁄19174 had to be checked in the final stages of the race. 161⁄20882 bumped and had to be steadied
passing the 1000 metres. and met interference approaching the 400 metres. 12⁄201195 met interference passing the 1000 metres. Pn20 - 2711⁄20411
reared up as the start was given thus losing considerable ground at the start.

ADAMS BEGINNING
SERPENTINE

M19-20 - 1512⁄19346 was scoped at the Clubs Equine Hospital after the races and found to be URTI (Gr.II) mucopus

in the trachea.
M19-20 - 91⁄208111 was marginally slow to begin and met interference at the start. and Jockey reported that his mount
maintained an erratic course in the straight. 162⁄2015012 jumped inwards at the start and met interference approaching 400 metres and again had to be
steadied.passing the 350mts. 123⁄201850 found to have a cut injury at the left elbow, as such the filly was certified unfit to race and was withdrawn on
veterinary grounds.

ABOUT THE CLOUD

ARABIAN STORM

M19-20 - 132⁄201377 met interference from the 250 Metres.

HIGHLAND WOODS

M19-20 - 51⁄20766 met interference approaching the 300mts. 123⁄201839 jumped outwards at the start.

JAIPAR HONEY
M18-19 - 143⁄191900 reared up and put her head in the adjoining stall as the start was effected, resulting in the filly
jumping out riderless. 293⁄192139 jumped inwards at the start.
Pn19 - 257⁄19(5) jumped outwards at the start. M19-20 - 91⁄20815 App reported the loss of whip approaching the 200mts.
132⁄201424 jumped inwards at the start.

SALTBAE

Pn19 - 258⁄19587 had injuries in both eyes (mild without any opacity or ulcer). M19-20 - 161⁄20884 met interference at
the start met interference and had to be steadied passing the 1000 metres 132⁄2013912 jumped outwards at the start and met interference passing the
250 Metres.

MULTIBAGGER
COLOSSEUM

Pn19 - 159⁄198813 met interference soon after the start.

M19-20 - 1711⁄19612 met interference at the start. 112⁄19235 was observed to have an abrasion at the left hind pastern.
91⁄20817 was observed to have an injury at both hind cornet. 132⁄201366 received checked soon after the start. and had an abrasion at the left hind pastern.

GOD’S DECREE

